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“MONEY IN MOTION”… 
TODAY’S PIECE WRITES ITSELF

Despite all the hoopla and ballyhoo last week surrounding the selloff in market high flyers, there is very little 
wisdom to be gleaned from the price action in said stocks.  In a Bear Market (and everybody knows this), high flyers 
eventually succumb.  Simple as that.  In a market characterized by deteriorating breadth (in this case for over 2 
years) holdout stocks in which people are crowding eventually suffer from the inevitable “stampede out of the 
theater.”  Everybody knows this too.  And therefore the fact that names such as Starbucks and Nike and Amazon 
would be hurt badly at some point is no surprise to anybody.  Indeed, the idiom “a matter of time” is known to and 
used by school children as young as 8 or 9 years old.

It is strange therefore to see such a commotion, to see all the noisy excitement and confusion surrounding an event 
that everybody knew would happen at some point.  It can be repeated, therefore, that there is nothing to be 
learned from what happened last week.  The occurrence of something inevitable teaches us nothing, tells us 
nothing about the state of the market.  The state of the market is bad and it got worse last week.  This is obvious.

There was, however, price action last week that does say a lot about the market, revealing just how complacent and 
still hopeful many people are.  Specifically, the aggressive buying last week of beaten down laggards speaks volumes 
about investors’ state of mind.  And what it says is that we are nowhere near the capitulation point.  Unless and 
until we reach a point where capital is virtually afraid to engage, the odds are very low that the Bear Market has run 
its course.  Today’s edition of “Money in Motion” focuses on this subject to the exclusion of all others. 

The report examines past and recent instances where stocks in established downtrends rally quickly back to levels 
of overhead supply… and observes what happens thereafter, more often than not.  And what happens – more often 
than not – is unhappy.

Necessarily, therefore, today’s report concludes with a Sell List comprising heretofore weak stocks whose current 
counter-trend rallies are judged likely at an end.  We’re sellers of any and all stocks in this position.

Trade well,

-Carter

mailto:cworth@cormacteam.com


The commotion at the strong end of the market…

Just to get it out of the way…

The stocks below, up fourfold versus the market in the past three years (see the far right column), finally are coming 
under pressure; no great insight there.  These 15 names, valued at $1.52 trillion and representing 8.7% of the S&P 500, 
declined as a group (equal weighted) some 9.6% last week.

And what a commotion the selloff caused.  Yet for every stock listed below, there is another equally prominent high 
flyer that also succumbed last week.  But, really, what of it? As the expression goes: it was only a matter of time. 

A big crowd exiting a small door always looks the same way: messy.

As such, there is little information to be gleaned from the price action last week in these names.

There is wisdom to be gleaned, however, from reciprocal action last week at the weak end of the market.

To wit…

% CHG MKT CAP % OF % CHG
1 WEEK (Billions) S&P 500 3 YEARS

AMAZON.COM AMZN -14.5% 235.38        1.17% 92%
SALESFORCE.COM CRM -14.0% 38.85          0.22% 38%
ACTIVISION BLIZZARD ATVI -12.3% 22.32          0.09% 128%
CARNIVAL CCL -10.6% 25.40          0.12% 10%
INTERCONTINENTAL EXC ICE -10.5% 28.05          0.17% 59%
STARBUCKS SBUX -10.3% 80.91          0.49% 93%
NETFLIX NFLX -9.9% 35.38          0.22% 220%
MICROSOFT MSFT -8.9% 400.67        2.43% 82%
MONSTER BEVERAGE MNST -8.4% 25.08          0.11% 164%
NIKE INC 'B' NKE -7.8% 77.15          0.47% 109%
COGNIZANT TECH SOL CTSH -7.5% 35.60          0.22% 49%
HOME DEPOT HD -7.4% 147.62        0.90% 74%
FACEBOOK FB -7.3% 236.29        1.44% 265%
O'REILLY AUTOMOTIVE ORLY -7.2% 23.88          0.15% 138%
MASTERCARD MA -7.0% 91.06          0.50% 58%

UNIVERSE AVERERAGE -9.6% 8.7% 105%

S&P 500 SPX -3.1% 24%



At the reciprocal end of the market... the weak end… there was a commotion almost as noisy and confused as that at 
the strong end of the market.  Yet the two things we know about the brouhaha at the weak end of the market are 
negative, namely, 1) the stocks that came to life have considerably less combined market capitalization than the high 
flyers that fell from grace (and the sky) last week, and 2) the very fact that such weak stocks could come to life in the 
first place suggest there remains much optimism and hope in the market- misguided hope, we believe.

The 18 stocks below, down 1% in the past three years (see the far right column) versus a 24% advance for the S&P 500, 
are valued at $348 billion and represent 1.8% of the S&P 500.  As a group (equal weighted) they rose 3.9% last week 
while the SPX declined 3.1%.

And what a commotion the selloff caused.  Yet for every stock listed below, there is another equally prominent laggard 
that also rallied last week.  But, really, what of it?  As the expression goes: Bear Markets are characterized by sharp 
counter-trend rallies providing excellent entry points for shorts.

On the pages that follow we look at what often has happened in the past following rallies such as those depicted in the 
table above. To wit…

% CHG MKT CAP % OF % CHG
1 WEEK (Billions) S&P 500 3 YEARS

OLD DOMINION FREIGHT ODFL 8.6% 5.04            0.00% 68.0%
EATON ETN 8.2% 25.30         0.15% -7.0%
AIR PRODUCTS & CHEM APD 7.0% 29.21         0.16% 53.0%
GRAINGER (W.W.) GWW 5.9% 13.08         0.07% -4.0%
PRAXAIR PX 5.1% 29.94         0.18% -6.0%
CENTURYLINK CTL 4.7% 14.61         0.09% -36.0%
PARKER-HANNIFIN PH 4.5% 13.80         0.08% 8.0%
RANGE RESOURCES RRC 3.4% 5.18            0.03% -58.0%
FRONTIER COMM FTR 2.9% 5.47            0.03% 0.0%
HUNT (J.B.)TRANSP'T JBHT 2.8% 8.57            0.04% 8.0%
OGE ENERGY OGE 2.7% 5.38            0.00% -9.0%
DOVER DOV 2.5% 9.29            0.06% 2.0%
ANNALY CAPITAL MGMT NLY 2.4% 9.22            0.00% -34.0%
SOUTHERN COPPER SCCO 2.2% 20.81         0.00% -35.0%
NUCOR NUE 2.2% 12.76         0.08% -15.0%
EMERSON ELECTRIC EMR 2.0% 30.71         0.19% -18.0%
TYCO INT'L TYC 1.7% 14.79         0.09% 14.0%
3M COMPANY MMM 1.6% 94.49         0.57% 49.0%

UNIVERSE AVERAGE 3.9% 1.8% -1.0%

S&P 500 SPX -3.1% 24%

The commotion at the weak end of the market…



More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as Union Pacific (UNP) below rallies back to a 
difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes into 
play…

Past is prologue… $98 becomes $75 (-23% in the blink of an eye) 

…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as United Rentals (URI) below rallies back to a 
difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes into 
play…

Past is prologue… $79 becomes $45 (-43% in the blink of an eye) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as FedEx (FDX) below rallies back to a difficult level 
to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes into play…

Past is prologue… $165 becomes $122 (-26% in the blink of an eye) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in a established downtrend such as mortgage REIT Starwood Property (STWD) below 
rallies back to a difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply 
comes into play…

Past is prologue… $21.50 becomes $17.50 (-19% just like that) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as Harley-Davidson (HOG) below rallies back to a 
difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes into 
play…

Past is prologue… $57 becomes $37 (-35% just like that) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as Yahoo! (YHOO) below rallies back to a difficult 
level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes into play…

Past is prologue… $35 becomes $27 (-20% just like that) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as textbook publisher John Wiley (JW/A) below 
rallies back to a difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply 
comes into play…

Past is prologue… $53 becomes $41 (-23% bang) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as asset manager Ameriprise (AMP) below rallies 
back to a difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes 
into play…

Past is prologue… $120 becomes $82 (-32% bang) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as casino operator Las Vegas Sands (LVS) below 
rallies back to a difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply 
comes into play…

Past is prologue… $51 becomes $37 (-27% bang) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as Yelp (YELP) below rallies back to a difficult level 
to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes into play…

Past is prologue… $31 becomes $19 (-39% oh so quickly) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as Twenty-First Century Fox (FOX/A)) below rallies 
back to a difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes 
into play…

Past is prologue… $31 becomes $25 (-19% oh so quickly) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as Alcoa (AA) below rallies back to a difficult level 
to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes into play…

Past is prologue… $10 becomes $6 (-40% oh so quickly) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, hits its head “to the penny” at its smoothing mechanism, and goes on to make new 
lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as biotech and life sciences company Medivation
(MDVN) below rallies back to a difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where 
overhead supply comes into play…

Past is prologue… $49 becomes $29 (-41% in a flash) 



…said stock encounters difficulty, likely hits its head “to the penny” at the declining smoothing mechanism, and turns 
back down and makes new lows.

More often than not… when a stock in an established downtrend such as Conoco Phillips (COP) below rallies back to a 
difficult level to its declining smoothing mechanism (its 150-day moving average) where overhead supply comes into 
play…

Past is prologue… $57 becomes $32 (-44% in flash) 



…and KSS as of Friday’s close… the “AFTER”

Kohl’s (KSS) mid week… the “BEFORE”…

And just last week… $52 became $42 (-19% in two sessions) 



And just last week… $116 became $87 (-25% in two sessions) 

Ralph Lauren (RL) mid week… the “BEFORE”…

…and RL as of Friday’s close… the “AFTER”



Which begs the question…

And given what we know, what might one be thinking about a stock like WW Grainger (GWW) below that’s in the exact 
same position as of Friday’s close?  

Given what history tells us about stocks in established downtrends that experience sharp counter-trend rallies… what 
might one want to do with a stock like Parker Hannifin (PH) that last week rallied “to the penny” to its declining 
smoothing and right now, here and now, looks like this?



Which begs the question…

Given what history tells us about stocks in established downtrends that experience sharp counter-trend rallies… what 
might one want to do with a stock like Timken (TKR) that last week rallied “to the penny” to its declining smoothing and 
right now, here and now, looks like this?

And given what we know, what might one be thinking about a stock like Eaton (ETN) below that’s in the exact same 
position as of Friday’s close?  



Which begs the question…

Given what history tells us about stocks in established downtrends that experience sharp counter-trend rallies… what 
might one want to do with a stock like Emerson Electric (EMR) that last week rallied “to the penny” to its declining 
smoothing and right now, here and now, looks like this?

And given what we know, what might one be thinking about a stock like Werner (WERN) below that’s in the exact same 
position as of Friday’s close?  



Which begs the question…

Given what history tells us about stocks in established downtrends that experience sharp counter-trend rallies… what 
might one want to do with a stock like Southern Copper (SCCO) that last week rallied “to the penny” to its declining 
smoothing and right now, here and now, looks like this?

And given what we know, what might one be thinking about a stock like CenturyLink (CTL) below that’s in the exact same 
position as of Friday’s close?  



Which begs the question…

Given what history tells us about stocks in established downtrends that experience sharp counter-trend rallies… what 
might one want to do with a stock like Nucor (NUE) that last week rallied “to the penny” to its declining smoothing and 
right now, here and now, looks like this?

And given what we know, what might one be thinking about a stock like Genuine Parts (GPC) below that’s in the exact 
same position as of Friday’s close?  



Which begs the question…

Given what history tells us about stocks in established downtrends that experience sharp counter-trend rallies… what 
might one want to do with a stock like Annaly Capital (NLY) that last week rallied “to the penny” to its declining 
smoothing and right now, here and now, looks like this?

And given what we know, what might one be thinking about a stock like Air Products (APD) below that’s in the exact same 
position as of Friday’s close?  



Which begs the question…

Given what history tells us about stocks in established downtrends that experience sharp counter-trend rallies… what 
might one want to do with a stock like JB Hunt (JBHT) that last week rallied “to the penny” to its declining smoothing and 
right now, here and now, looks like this?

And given what we know, what might one be thinking about a stock like OGE Energy (OGE) below that’s in the exact same 
position as of Friday’s close?  



Which begs the question…

Given what history tells us about stocks in established downtrends that experience sharp counter-trend rallies… what 
might one want to do with a stock like Donaldson Co (DCI) that last week rallied “to the penny” to its declining smoothing 
and right now, here and now, looks like this?

On the pages that follow, you will find today’s Sell List comprising of the stocks singled out above and others whose chart 
patterns are identical.

Last week was a disaster for the market -leaders faltered (a big negative) and losers recovered to very difficult levels (a 
big negative).

The way forward for equities is lower.  By our work there is no other conclusion to be drawn.

Trade well,

-Carter



Sell List

PRICE MRKT CAP

PER SHR (MILS)

2/5/16 INDUSTRY 2/5/16 SECTOR

3M COMPANY MMM 153.47 IND'L CONGLOMERATES 94,493           Indus

AIR PRODUCTS & CHEM APD 135.60 INDUSTRIAL GASES 29,212           Matrls

AMERICAN RLY CP PROP VER 7.75 REAL ESTATE OPER CO 7,013             Fin

ANNALY CAPITAL MGMT NLY 9.73 DIVERSIFIED REITS 9,222             Fin

B/E AEROSPACE BEAV 43.74 AEROSPACE/DEFENSE 4,572             Indus

CABOT OIL & GAS COG 20.66 OIL & GAS-EXPL/PROD 8,551             Energy

CAPELLA EDUCATION CPLA 45.23 EDUCATION SERVICES 539                 CnDisc

CAPSTEAD MORTGAGE CMO 9.43 MORTGAGE REITS 904                 Fin

CENTURYLINK CTL 26.61 INTEG TELECOM SVC 14,609           Telecm

CONSOL ENERGY CNX 9.10 COAL & CONSUME FUELS 2,084             Energy

COVENANT TRANSPORTAT CVTI 21.05 TRUCKING 385                 Indus

CRANE COMPANY CR 48.26 MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL 2,802             Indus

CYS INVESTMENTS CYS 7.11 RESIDENTIAL REITS 1,100             Fin

DONALDSON DCI 29.71 MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL 3,941             Indus

DOVER DOV 59.94 MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL 9,289             Indus

EATON ETN 54.66 MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL 25,297           Indus

EMERSON ELECTRIC EMR 46.91 ELECTRICAL COMPONENT 30,705           Indus

FLUOR FLR 44.84 CONSTRU & ENGINEER 6,350             Indus

FORWARD AIR FWRD 43.43 AIRFRGHT & LOGISTICS 1,339             Indus

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC FELE 26.91 ELECTRICAL COMPONENT 1,248             Indus

FREIGHTCAR AMERICA RAIL 19.35 MACHINERY CONST/FARM 239                 Indus

FRONTIER COMM FTR 4.68 INTEG TELECOM SVC 5,467             Telecm

GATX GMT 43.94 TRADE COS & DISTR 1,863             Indus

GENUINE PARTS GPC 84.81 DISTRIBUTORS 12,786           CnDisc

GRAINGER (W.W.) GWW 208.31 TRADE COS & DISTR 13,080           Indus

GULFPORT ENERGY GPOR 28.10 OIL & GAS-EXPL/PROD 3,042             Energy

HEARTLAND EXPRESS HTLD 18.72 TRUCKING 1,594             Indus

HUNT (J.B.)TRANSP'T JBHT 74.76 TRUCKING 8,568             Indus

ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS ITW 90.41 MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL 32,863           Indus

KATE SPADE & COMPANY KATE 17.42 APPAREL & ACCESSORY 2,224             CnDisc



Sell List continued

PRICE MRKT CAP

PER SHR (MILS)

2/5/16 INDUSTRY 2/5/16 SECTOR

KNIGHT TRANSPORTATN KNX 25.97 TRUCKING 2,102             Indus

LINCOLN ELECTRIC LECO 54.06 MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL 3,917             Indus

MANITOWOC MTW 15.12 MACHINERY CONST/FARM 2,065             Indus

MODINE MANUFACTURING MOD 7.96 AUTO PARTS & EQUIP 382                 CnDisc

NACCO INDUSTRIES 'A' NC 45.06 MACHINERY CONST/FARM 375                 Indus

NUCOR NUE 39.92 STEEL 12,759           Matrls

OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM OXY 65.47 OIL & GAS-INTEGRATED 50,002           Energy

OGE ENERGY OGE 26.93 MULTI-UTILITIES 5,378             Util

OLD DOMINION FREIGHT ODFL 59.55 TRUCKING 5,037             Indus

PARKER-HANNIFIN PH 101.51 MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL 13,803           Indus

PIPER JAFFRAY PJC 38.36 INV BANK & BROKERAGE 583                 Fin

PRAXAIR PX 105.10 INDUSTRIAL GASES 29,937           Matrls

RANGE RESOURCES RRC 30.56 OIL & GAS-EXPL/PROD 5,176             Energy

SCHNITZER STEEL IND SCHN 13.43 STEEL 373                 Matrls

SEMPRA ENERGY SRE 95.06 MULTI-UTILITIES 23,595           Util

SONOCO PRODUCTS SON 40.21 PAPER PACKAGING 4,059             Matrls

SOUTHERN COPPER SCCO 26.50 DIVERSE METAL/MINING 20,812           Matrls

SWIFT TRANSPORTATION SWFT 17.10 TRUCKING 1,573             Indus

TAHOE RESOURCES TAHO 8.40 GOLD 1,909             Matrls

TELENAV TNAV 6.33 SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 259                 Tech

TIMKEN COMPANY (THE) TKR 29.52 MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL 2,450             Indus

TRINITY INDUSTRIES TRN 22.14 MACHINERY CONST/FARM 3,384             Indus

TUMI HOLDINGS TUMI 17.31 APPAREL & ACCESSORY 1,175             CnDisc

TYCO INT'L TYC 34.98 IND'L CONGLOMERATES 14,788           Indus

VIACOM CL B (NEW) VIAB 43.24 MOVIES & ENTMT 15,012           CnDisc

VIAVI SOLUTIONS VIAV 5.95 COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP 1,381             Tech

WERNER ENTERPRISES WERN 25.93 TRUCKING 1,864             Indus
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